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MAKING A STAND FOR SUSTAINABILITY AND
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION

L

Leigh and Orange (L&O), a 145-year-old award-winning international
architectural and interior design practice, has left its mark across diverse
range of building projects in Hong Kong and across the world. As the
company continues to expand its portfolio and footprint beyond its offices in
Shenzhen, Shanghai, Beijing, Fuzhou, Macau and Qatar, its architectural approach
has also evolved to make sustainability, technology, design and construction
innovation core foundations of every design solution.
The company has recently won multiple awards in the Green Building Award
2021 (GBA 2021) - Two Grand Awards, two Merit Awards, and a Special
Citation on UN Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs). This recognition
demonstrates L&O’s steadfast commitment to achieve the ultimate goal of
carbon neutrality in both project design and business operations.

JOCKEY CLUB I-VILLAGE, HONG KONG UNIVERSITY
OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Illustrating L&O’s approach to technological innovation and recognised as a
Grand Award winner in the New Buildings Category at the Green Building
Award Year 2021. The Jockey Club i-Village situated at the Hong Kong
University of Science & Technology (HKUST), is a student residence designed in
collaboration with Zaha Hadid Architects.

Located at the southeast of the HKUST campus, the new halls of residence
are designed to house more than 1500 students. Built across a steep slope
with a level change of approximately 25m, the halls are laid out in a hexagonal
configuration to create four separate courtyards. Dormitory rooms face
outwards overlooking green open spaces and are complemented by communal
areas designed for optimal living, learning, recreation and leisure.

Due for completion approximately in Year 2023, one of the architectural
highlights is the shaded outdoor areas which allow students and teachers to
socialise. The residential block connects to the academic area of the campus
via a rooftop walkway, sparing users from traversing the hilly terrain, whilst
allowing them to enjoy the natural environment.
Building Information Modelling (BIM) has been adopted in the design, planning and
construction stages of the project reinforces the university’s mission to harness
technology and innovations to solve pressing global ecological issues which has
been recognised as Silver Award winner in the Private development projects
category at The Hong Kong Institute of Building Information Modelling Year 2021.

ADVANCING NET ZERO IDEAS COMPETITION,
HONG KONG
In the commercial sector, L&O was recognised with a Merit Award In the “Future
Building Category” of the Advancing Net Zero (ANZ) Ideas Competition. The
competition, which invited selected industry leaders to contribute ideas on how
to move Hong Kong’s construction sector towards carbon neutrality through
reimagining how high-rise urban offices of the future could be designed, was
jointly organised by the Hong Kong Green Building Council and Swire Properties
in 2021.
L&O’s entry submission, in collaboration with Buro Happold, consisted of a
Module Integrated Construction (MiC) design solution, which aimed to mitigate
its carbon impact, while also enhancing design and construction creativity and
improving occupants’ well-being.
One of the key strategies was to reduce the embodied carbon by using less
materials through developing a flexible layout plan. L&O examined how by

developing a timber MiC solution it would possible to create open cuboid
prefabricated timber MiC modules, with each module consisting of a crosslaminated timber (CLT) roof and floor slab, timber overall structural frame.
Concrete filled steel (CFS) columns were proposed as support for the main
building structure around its perimeter.
True to the brief of competition, the adoption of MiC demonstrated that an
estimated 50% reduction in construction time, 12% reduction in capital cost
and 80% reduction of construction waste were all possible. This meant that the
estimated embodied carbon per CFA for the structural elements is just 313kg
CO2e/m2, much lower than a traditionally designed building.
Another key feature of L&O’s design was the adoption of a Closed Cavity Façade
(CCF) system comprising single glazing on the exterior skin that protects the
building management system controlled blinds within the internal cavity. The
CCF also ensures low thermal conductivity and a vastly superior acoustic
performance to a more traditional curtain wall solution.
On the south elevation, the façade is shingled so that the inclined sky-facing
surface can incorporate BIPV for the upper most portion of the building where
the solar load is the highest. The sloping vision panels were implemented on the
southern elevations to minimise the solar impact.
Jockey Club i-Village, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Hong Kong
Zen Garden

Text: Elizabeth Dooley

Photos: Leigh & Orange

Billy Leung

Other innovative design aspects included an organic vertical farm, sky gardens,
biophilic staircases, a thermal buffer zone and a column-free floor plan layout.
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InnoCell, Hong Kong Science Park, Hong Kong

InnoCell, Hong Kong Science Park, Hong Kong

INNOCELL, HONG KONG SCIENCE PARK

Modular Integrated Construction (MiC) was also one of the key design features
of InnoCell. This high-rise residential project, designed by L&O, pioneered
a smart living and co-creation space and was the first high-rise residential
building completed in Hong Kong using the MiC technology. This project,
which consists of 392 fully furnished units for local and overseas talent in Hong
Kong Science Park, represents a breakthrough in terms of design, statutory and
construction technology and site logistics while showcasing the potential of
MiC through actual implementation.
The project successfully illustrates how the use of MiC design approaches can
result in shortened construction time, lower capital cost, improved fit-out quality,
waste reduction and how to reduce on site construction through advance
planning. The project also highlights improved design coordination and work
planning, which contributed to improved construction safety.
The visionary design of InnoCell is to create a self-sufficient community where
residents will enjoy living in their modular units whilst being closely connected
with other residences to participate in a diversified “Co-working & Co-living”
lifestyle 24/7, as a prime example of the “Work.Live.Play.Learn.”
InnoCell won a Grand Award and was honoured with a Special Citation on UN
Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs) in GBA 2021. The judges noted
that the project provided an inspirational, contextual and responsible design
solution with due consideration of the sustainable outcomes and benefits which
could be achieved.

HANGZHOU WANGJIANG NEW TOWN PROJECT,
HANGZHOU

L&O has been actively involved in the design of transit-oriented developments
and mixed-use projects in mainland China over a large number of years all
with the vision of creating a connection between people and place, inside
their own communities.
Just one example of this type of development is the masterplan for the
massive Hangzhou Wangjiang New Town project, situated in the capital
and the most populous city of Zhejiang province. The project which stand
adjacent to one of Hangzhou’s high speed railway stations provides an
integrated community focal point.
“Art-People-Nature” is a key design element woven into the project to showcase
a vibrant and artistic culture of the area. The three-dimensional greening concept
coupled with the optimisation of opportunities generated by a transit-oriented
development (TOD), it was possible to energise the local community in ways not
previously possible. The project highlights L&O’s capacity to incorporate modern
urban design seamlessly within this historic district without overpowering it, while
at the same time breathing new life into the Hangzhou Wangjiang New Town.
L&O’s vision for this masterplan features a central green avenue surrounded
by several discrete functional zones. Beneath the whole avenue is a huge
retail space that is publicly accessible around the clock and allowing a
direct connection between Metro Line 1 at Wujiang Lu Station and Line
7 at Changzhan Station. This seamless connectivity between the railway
transportation hubs with a multipurpose and vibrant TOD district creates a
new sense of placemaking and community focus.
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Jockey Club i-Village, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Hong Kong
Central Spine

